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Kirby Lester KL60
Robotic Dispensing

Free up essential time for what’s important at your pharmacy like value-based care, medication therapy management, and Star ratings. Capsa Healthcare provides Kirby Lester robotic filling technology, a true game-changer for retail and outpatient pharmacies that fill 200 or more prescriptions daily. Let the Kirby Lester KL60 or KL100 handle the bulk of the prescription filling so your staff can focus on important initiatives that directly affect profitability and customer care.

KL60 Highlights

- **Choose The Model That Fits Your Workflow** – During an onsite meeting, we’ll learn about your business, run a detailed ROI analysis, and tailor the automation that matches your pharmacy’s long-term plan for success.

- ** Automate The Perfect Amount** – The compact KL60 manages your top 60 medications – your true “high movers”.

- **Save Time & Focus** – Orders are automatically labeled, counted and presented in about 30 seconds.

- **Perfected for Safety, Accuracy, Speed** – Drug-specific, gravity-feed cassette design avoids the jamming and miscounting frustrations of hand-calibrated cassettes. Never needs recalibration or adjustment.

- **Technician-Preferred** – Maintenance requires just minutes per day. Loading vials and medications is easy, and does not interrupt operation.

- **Medication & Data Safety** – The only pharmacy automation company that is ISO 27001:2013 certified, meeting the highest standards for cybersecurity and HIPAA compliance.

- **Peace of Mind During Refilling** – Exclusive FillSafe™ security system prevents filling from a medication cassette whose refill or return-to-stock was not authorized by a pharmacist. Cassettes are automatically deactivated when removed.

Filled, labeled orders are dispensed in about 30 seconds.
Kirby Lester KL60
Space-Efficient Robotic Dispensing

The Kirby Lester KL60 redefines pharmacy automation. Technology doesn’t have to be too big, expensive, or complex to yield dramatic workflow improvements and fast ROI.

Automate only what makes sense. 60 medications equates to:
- 35-40% (or more) of total daily prescriptions handled by the KL60
- Dramatic reduction in potential shrinkage/loss
- Better inventory management of your most common medications
- No "slow movers" that expire before dispensing

Fit your pharmacy space
- Less than 4' deep, well-suited for tight floor plans
- Remodeling is rarely needed; remove one bay of shelving, and roll the KL60 in its place

92% of KL60 users reported that the technology reduced time and stress during pharmacist check.
Kirby Lester KL60

**General Specifications**

**Function:** Automatically verifies, labels, counts, and presents completed prescriptions for tablets/capsules

**Dimensions:** KL60 29”W x 44 5/8”D x 78 1/4”H; approx 945 lbs. installed

**Number of Cassettes:** KL60 has 60 drug-specific cassettes

**Pick-up Windows:** KL60 has 6 pickup windows and slots for vial caps

**Power:** Dedicated standard 115V, 60Hz, 15A power outlet; normal operation draws up to 300w/hour not to exceed 500w

**Printer:** Direct thermal labels: 4” x 2”, 1,200 labels per roll, flexible design customizable for each pharmacy

**Operating System:** Windows 10

**Reports:** 20+, customizable

**Low Operating Volume:** 40.9 dB at stand-by; 62.6 dB (max) while operating.

**FillSafe™ Security System:** Prevents unauthorized filling, depleting or switching medications in any of the 60 cassettes; customizable for each pharmacy’s workflow and security needs

**Pharmacy Management System Interface:** Available for most common platforms

**Prescription Archive:** Retrieve any past dispensed prescription onscreen and via printable report, up to 10 years

**Throughput:** Up to 120 labeled, counted and presented prescriptions per hour

**Maximum Tablet Size:** 0.86” long (22mm) and 0.74” wide (19mm)

**Minimum Tablet Size:** 0.125” diameter (3.175mm)

**Vial Types:** Accommodates 6 vial styles
- Berry (Kerr) Friendly & Safe 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Berry (Kerr) Perfect Pak 12, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Centor (Rexam) 1-Clic 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Centor (Rexam) Screw-Loc 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram
- Altium (Tri State) Pro One 13 or 16 dram; and 40 dram
- Altium (Tri State) Pro Tect 13, 16 or 20 dram; and 40 dram

**Maintenance:** Once-a-day cleaning recommended (approximately 10 seconds)

**ISO 27001:2013** certified for data security

---

**Count + Verify 100% Of Orders**

While the KL60 robot manages the most common medications, a Kirby Lester tabletop KL1 or KL1Plus is used to fill the balance of prescriptions. No prescriptions are left to chance or human error.

- **KL1** (left) simple, fast and accurate tablet counter.
- **KL1Plus** (right) counting with built-in scan-verification to prevent wrong medication, strength, or quantity.

---

*Kirby Lester is pharmacy automation by Capsa Healthcare, a comprehensive solutions leader in managing the delivery of medication, patient information, and medical supplies. Capsa’s diverse products are deployed globally in all types of pharmacy: retail, long-term care, hospital inpatient and outpatient, central fill and mail order.*
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